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Core activity

A short description of each activity

(observing, reading, selecting information, note taking, researching, …)

The teacher divides the class into four heterogenous groups and gives them two 

different lists of technical terms connected to the subject in general and, in 

particular, the island of Malta. One list is in Italian and the other is in English. The 

students must match the terms correctly translated. At the end of this activity, 

which should last about twenty minutes, the teacher will give the students a 

glossary in English about Malta.



Input processing

The teacher gives a brief lesson with brainstorming and then 

provides a text about the island of Malta with some words 

missing, which are located on the bottom of the page. The 

students must insert the correct words in the right place. Each 

group will have thirty minutes to study the text. The teacher 

will assist should problems arise.



Activity

Put the words in the right place

TERRITORY AND CLIMATE

Malta is an ….............. in the centre of the ….............. . It is about 80 Km …......... of Sicily and 288 Km East of …............. .The

only inhabited …............... are: Malta, Gozo and …................. and Malta is the largest island. It is one of the smollest and most

densely …....................... countries in the world. Its coasts show …............., sandy beaches, harbours, …............., creeks and

…............ . The center of the island is dominated by low, flat …................. There are no …................ and no lakes. The climate of

Malta is …................. with mild rainy ….............. and warm or …................. summers. VALLETTA The capital city is

….................., but the largest city is …................... . Valletta is in the South East of this country. The city center has got a

…............... of about 6,444 people. This is the southernmost capital city of the …................Valletta was founded by

…....................... It is a Barouque city with elements of Neo-Classical and Modern …................... It was recognized as World

Heritage Site by …................... in 1980. St. John's Co-Cathedral is a gem of Baroque Art and Literature; it was built as a

convenctual …........... for the Knights of St. John. This is a Roman Catholic Cathedral dedicated to St. John the Baptist and it

was built between 1572 to ….............. There are two famous paintings by …...................: “Beheanding of St. Jhon the Baptist”

and “St. Jerome Writing”.



Economy

The economy of Malta is highly …............. and it is based on services. It is an advanced economy; the main …............. are:

-manufactoring (electonics and ship building); -................... services: -Information technology services; -..........................

The economy of Malta is dependent on foreign …...........; but this country is situated in a strategical ….......... and for this reason

it is a crossed among Europe, ….................... and Middle East.

Turism, position, Europe, South, hot dry, Caravaggio, cities, North Africa, Valletta, archipelago, financial, rivers,

Unesco, Comino, trade, plaines, church, Birkirkar, Jean De Vallette, industrialized, bays, architecture, Tunisia, 1577,

winters, cliffs, Meditterranean Sea, populated, islands, Mediterraean, population.



Warm up

A short description of each activity

(sequencing, classifying, sorting…)

In the third lesson, the teacher will give each group a short test (connect a text to 

the right picture, true/false questions and essay questions). After thirty minutes the 

students correct the test collectively. The teacher will then assign something new 

to the groups: the production of a poster or video about Malta, its economy, 

history, food, monuments.



Formative Assessment

True (T) or False (F)?

1) Malta is an archipelago.

2) It's 80 Km of Sicily.

3) Malta, Gozo and Comino are not inhabited.

4) Malta is one of the smallest country in the world.

5) The center of the island is dominated by mountains.

6) There are two large lakes.

7) The climate is Mediterranean.

8) The largest city is Valletta.

9)Malta is not industrialized.

10)The country is situated in a strategical position about trade.

Answer the questions

1) What's Malta?

2) Where is it?

3) What are the inhabited island?

4) Is Malta a densely populated country?

5) How is the center of the island?

6) What is the highest point?

7) Are there any rivers or lakes?

8) How is the climate?

9) What's the largest city?

10) What's the capital city?



Sommative assessment

A short description of each activity

(sequencing, classifying, sorting…)

The last lesson will be dedicated to the presentation of the work done by each group. Each group will be 

graded according to the quality of its product whereas every individual student will be graded on the 

presentation.


